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Section -.4.
L. Answer the follorving questions:

Find the Laplace transform ofthe function F(t)=1

Write down the Laplace first shifting Theorem.

What is the value of t\a/p2+a2l?
Write down the heat conduction Equation.
Write down the two dimensional wave equation
Write down the Greens function for Laplace Equation.'
What is the attraction of their uniform spherical Shell at
Write down Poisson equation.

Write down the mean value theorem for harmonic
Write down the dimensionalwave equation.

2. Answer the following questions:

a. Find the Laplace transform of the function F(t) =

c. If @ is harmonic function in Rl and 0@/04:9 srP'c
d. Write down the statement of Gauss theorem.

e. What is the attraction of rod, which is of infinite lengrh

Section -B
3. Answer all question:

a. If F(t) is a function of class A and if L lF (t) : f (p)l

L bnFG))= (-1)" ffi ff1>Where n = L,2,3,..........n

b. Find Laplace transform of the function F(t; : 4/pz -
OR

Solve the equation 0u/ 0t:2 Azuf Axz

If U(0,t):0, u(x,0)= e-x x)0, t)0, u(x,t) is bounded where
Transform)

4. a. Solve the differential equation :

yzplyzq-zz

b. Solve the differential equation xzp * yzq : xy

OR

a. Solve the differential Equation
x(Yz + z) P - Y (xz * z) q= 2 (vz - y z1

b, Solve the differential equations:
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b. Find the Laplace transform of the function F(t) = si7.



Px+qY='rl(+Pq)
5. Describe the two dimensional wave equation.

OR

Find the solution of two dimensional heat equation (by using the m
of variables)

6. To find the attraction of spherical shell of finite thickness, bounded
radii a and b.

OR

Find the attraction of a solid sphere of mass M and radian a.

7 . Show that the attraction of a circular disc of radious a, where law of
p/ (distance) a, in M p/C ( c2 - a2) or Mpa / az (az - cz)

Accordingasc2a.
Where M is the mass of the disc and c the distance from the centre
which is in the plane of the disc.

OR

Prove that a solid uniform hemisphere of radius a , exerts no
point on its axis at a distance C from the centre given by the

t2c4_Ba3c+3a4-0
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